Wave Dancer’s Bahamas Adventure
November 2007 – June 2008

By
Cap’n Bad Bill Carrothers

November 21, 2008

What follows is the story of our Bahamas Adventure 2007 – 2008 as originally
told through emails to the Wave Dancer User Group and a supplemental story
written one year later.
We had a dream shortly after we bought our first boat in 2001 to one day go
cruising. From that point on, through three different boats, preparations, weekend
sailing experiences, one charter cruise, a Latitudes and Attitudes Cruising
Seminar and an offshore sailing school we found ourselves shoving off from
Corpus Christi, Texas bound for Georgetown, Bahamas, November 16, 2007.
Following Susan II, our “buddy boat”, we had two additional volunteer crew
members, Steve Steakley and Chris Colley. On Susan II, Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn
Walton and his two volunteers, Chip Spence and Walt Skeistaitis. Susan Walton,
Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn‘s wife was to meet us in Pensacola, Florida. Steve and
Rhonda Dodson would soon come into our lives in Georgetown, Bahamas. Jake
Jocobsen and Jenny Jackson would travel with us in our final voyage from St.
Pete, Florida to Corpus Christi, Texas.
(Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn gets the name from the habit of calling on the radio
always repeating whom you are calling.)
All these people we met or got to know through our sailing adventures since that
faithful day in 2001.
Friday November 23, 2007
An announcement from William Carrothers 1 of 42
William Carrothers is pleased to announce:
http://homepage.mac.com/groups.wavedancer/

Friday November 23, 2007
First post 2 of 42
Oh boy, we made it and we are still alive! What a trip! We had
everything - beautiful weather, good sailing, lots of wind and many
narrow escape experiences.
Lessons learned 1. Get plenty of sleep and stick to the watches.
2. Know your boat and that means everybody.
3. Take your sea sickness medicine early.
4. On the job experience learning the night lights can be dangerous.
5. Maintain your sense of humor.
6. Have fun and keep your shorts dry.

Steve Steakley, Cap’n Bad Bill, Otis, Sweet Pam,
and Chris Colley the next morning after their
arrival, Pensacola Yacht Club, Pensacola, FL

Steve and Chris were wonderful shipmates and we would have never made
it without them. I guess the next thing they will need to do for me
is be my pall bearers because they certainly carried me most of the
way to Pensacola.
We are still working on the user group. Bear with us.
Wave Dancer out 68
Friday November 23, 2007
Re: First Post Chip Spence 3 of 42
Bill, Pam and Otis,
It was an adventure even when viewed from the "other boat". I am happy to
report the drive back, a mere 15 hours vs 105, went quickly as the comparison of

sea stories never stopped. We arrived at 2200 hours. We wish you well and pray
for good winds and following seas for the rest of your journey.
Chip
S/V Chip N Dip
Friday November 23, 2007
Re: First post Jan Stein 4 of 42
Hi guys & dolls!
Glad to hear you are doing well. Hope you had a great Thanksgiving, I know you
had a lot to be thankful for. We wish we were there with you but soon... Keep in
touch and let us know where you go from here.
Fair winds, calm seas & God's blessings,
Karl & Jan
Sunday November 25, 2007
Sending email to the group. 5 of 42
We are still in Pensacola waiting for the weather to improve so we may go to
Destin then Panama City. Hopefully, we will be in Tampa by the end of next
week.
Anyway, when you respond to a group email, don't include the prior message.
Just send a new one through the group page. It will make them easier to read.
Thanks
Wave Dancer out 68
Sunday November 25, 2007
hey! Casey Carrothers 6 of 42
Mom & Dad,
We missed you guys over the holiday but somehow managed to survive! We had
snow on Thanksgiving and everything was so quiet and still outside. Joe was
here so there was no quiet inside of course! We have been watching football (Go
Aggies!) and movies all weekend. I highly recommend Live Free or Die Hard if
you get the chance. Hope the weather cooperates so y'all can continue your trip!
We love you and hope to hear from you soon!
Casey & Tim

Sunday November 25, 2007
Best Wishes Steve Carrothers 7 of 42
Bill and Pam:
Man it's good to hear from you. I
wasn't sure when you were leaving
Corpus, but I figured it had to be by
now. I hope everything is going
well. The wavedancer group is a
great idea. I've attached a picture of
Susan and me so you won't forget
what we look like.
Thanks for the referral for Harry. He
went to your guy and luckily didn't
need surgery.
Best wishes -

Brother Steve and wife Susan Goddard

Sue and Steve
Sunday November 25, 2007
Happy Landing Steve Bolin 8 of 42

Looks like all is going well. Hope that you had a great turkey day. CC is cold and
rainy and windy ... oh well ... at least winter is behind us. looking forward to great
postings of ya'lls adventures to come.
All the best Steve,Ann, and mellie
Sunday November 25, 2007
Nothing Really Jake and Jenny 9 of 42
OK. Did I do this right? It was kind of fun reading all your mail, but it was filling
up our in box. Is the weather any better Like Steve and Ann said it was brutal in
CC. We decorated the club and boat, ate some fish and headed home to work
on Bowsprit Articles, parties and the yearbook. Pam, Cathy Colley and I played
with it some on sat. afternoon. We added some dates and stuff. I don't know
why people care when they were at a particular event, but they do. Hope you're
having fun. Miss you bunches! Love, Jenny

Sunday November 25, 2007
Wassup or Down? Charlie Buerschinger 10 of 42
Ok, so we joined your group. Now we expect some details on the hair raising
adventures. e.g. How you finished off the rum, then had to go in quest of more;
you know, stuff like that.
We had a great trip to Praha. Pilsner Urquell was about a buck for 1/2 litre in the
restaurants and pubs. Don't remember much else. I think there were some
castles or the like. Oh yeah, there was this great monastery where they had
there own brewery.
Have a great trip, MA hope that we can get out to meet you guys at some time
Best of luck from your former crewmates on the good ship Osso Disco!!!
Charlie and Mary Anne
Sunday November 25, 2007
Congratulations Bob Carrothers 11 of 42
Hey Bill and Pam,
It looks like you have done it. Congratulations, it takes a lot of courage to live
your dream. I hope this turns out to be the trip you have always dreamed
of. Thank you for including me on your journey. I look forward to following your
progress.
Brother Bob
Monday November 26, 2007
Congrats Walt Crawford 12 of 42
Bill/Pam,
Great to hear you made your first landfall. Rum for all!
We need to hear more about your adventure across the small pond, the weather
in route, the excitement, etc. We want to live your experience.
Sorry about the Texans, Jayhawks,and I think Lynn is still crying about LSU too.
Anyway, best of weather for your next leg. Think about us poor smucks that are
still working while you sip another drink with an umbrella in it.
Cheers,
Walt & Judy

Monday November 26, 2007
Easy on the Rum Charlie Koontz 13 of 42
You are certainly due a drink or two in support of your bravery.
Well done and good luck.
Monday November 26, 2007
Who are those guys? Mike Mayberry 14 of 42
William and Pam, word is out that you are stirring up the pirates of the gulf. Keep
it up and steer it straight. We love you and will be thinking of you daily. My
school teacher girlfriend Etta "Bitsy" Place tells me the banks are really good in
Bolivia, so I was thinking that maybe after you get over this fear of water issue
we can cruise over, meet up, and get back to our calling. I've been working on
my Spanish.
Keep us posted, and keep the smiles.
You guys are our heroes.
Love ya,
Butch and Etta
Wed November 28, 2007
Mighty Fine Steve Steakley 15 of 42
Bill & Pam,
Great site to keep up with you guys!..Keep the pics and running commentary
coming. Those five days will never be forgotton and as we tell the story back in
Austin it just keeps getting better! We had a great ride back to Corpus with a
great crew and completely solved the puzzle...but it is funny how the puzzle
continues to change shape & form. Attached is a short clip just for fun,
Steve
Thursday November 29, 2007
Re: Mighty Fine Mike Mayfield 16 of 42
You wouldn't believe how big the story has become already (and I've only told
Ken so far).
Sunday December 2, 2007
Hi from BYC Cathy Colley 17 of 42
We had a great, but cloudy sail in the bay today after doing the boat parade and
viewing party here last night. We miss you lots and lots and hope you're still
having fun. Love you, Walt, Judy, Chris Cathy, Jenny, Jake, Chip, Brenda, K,

Bob, Larry, John, Joanne, Maggie, and Mona.
Monday Dec 03, 2007
Telling of the story. 18 of 42
Ahoy Wave Dancer Group.
I have been trying to find time to write a complete account of our trip to date.
Between fixing the boat, praying to the wind Gods on the floor of the cockpit,
sailing, planning, and trying to find internet connections this cruising life has been
excruciating.
First a little User Group information. If you want to send us a private email send it
to bcarrot@mac.com. If you want to send a group email so everybody can read it
and respond send it to wavedancer@groups.mac.com. You can do that by hitting
compose on the email portion of the user group site. You may send personal
emails by clicking on the email icon on the listing of group members. I am posting
pictures to the picture pages on the lower left corner of the site. I can also post
pictures in the slideshow area on the right top of the page. If you want to see
those, just mouse over them and a tool bar will appear.
Now to the rest of the story...
We left Corpus Friday, November
16th bound for Pensacola, FL. Crew
were Pam Bill Steve Steakley (Lake
Travis Buddy and all around good
guy), Chris Colley (Bay Yacht Club
legend) and Otis our fearless dog
companion. The weather looked
wonderful and we thought we had
the perfect window. Our plan was to
get to Port A and make a decision to
lay up and leave in the morning, our
stop
for dinner and go or just say
Wave Dancer on her way to Pensacola, Florida
goodbye as we past Port A. We
decided on the latter. So we headed east and 4:30 pm from the Port A jetties
November 16.
The sailing was great, the wind was okay and the boat was doing well. Ahead lay
102 hours of endurance, bonding and religion. With the night, the winds picked
up and we really started to make way. It was a little wet and we found what we
once thought was a dry boat was more damp than expected. Fearlessly, we
pressed on. What choice did we have? Everybody was excited and all wanted to
participate so our scheduled watches went by the way side. Oh, did I mention,
some of the crew started to experience the dreaded disease of the sea, sea

sickness. Of course preparations
were made but the best laid plans
of mice and sailors.
A side note about watches... There
is a reason you do them - the
sweet lady called sleep is foxy. She
will play with you but she will never
leave you, her needs are great and
unforgiving. You must please her
and satisfy her wishes.
With the morning light the seas
Steve Steakley and Chris Colley on their watch
calmed and the wind let up and
man we were making good time. We had dodged oil platforms and followed
Susan II without incident. By 4:30 p.m. of day 1, 24 hours, we had made 160 km.
From this point forward the trip gets hazy. Alas, Lady Sleep. Provisions were
meager, with all the sailing action, including the number one event, the rail hurl,
not much food was consumed. Into the night we pressed.
You have all heard the best time to reef is when you think you should and never
when you know you should. Well, the night winds picked up. Our trusted weather
machine said they were to lay. So why reef so in a while you could just unreef.
Made no sense. Knucklehead! The seas started to build, our speed picked up
and so did the heel. We let out, let down, took in and held on.

Cap’n Bad Bill’s first meal while
enduring the typical heal.

In our sailing direction lay sailing lanes, oil platforms
and all kinds of mysterious lights. I want to be the first
to tell you - on the job experience of learning the
significance of different lights suck! Well sometime
during the early night, we heeled a little too much and
our dinghy caught the wake and tried to abandon our
cruise. We lost the dinghy seat, travel bag with all the
dinghy gear and bent a dinghy oar. We realigned it and
tied it down more securely but the heel was still too
great. I think Lady Sleep was playing with us. We
turned down wind and tried to cover the head sail with
the main but it got away from us and we wrapped it
tighter than a Catholic's priest grip on a choir boy.

Steve was at the wheel navigating through a mined field
of platforms and fishing boats while Chris and I went forward to sort out the
mess. In the mean time, we lost Susan II and for the next hour we unwound and
realigned our expectations. That was scary!

We proceeded on course into the
dark and windy night sailing a
little better and searching for
Susan II. With Pam and Steve at
the helm, I finally succumbed to
Lady Sleep's wishes and passed
out for a quick twenty minutes.
When I awoke, I thought it
strange we were coming to dock
aside a large freight building?
Steve and Pam were discussing
a bathroom break and current
Day shot of an offshore oil platform in the Gulf.
conditions. To think, a freight
building out in the middle of the Gulf, how strange? SH.T a SHIP! Swing the
autopilot, autopilot off, fall off, a wall of iron moving past us at 15 knots, let us
pray, what is that smell, time to change my shorts. Oh my God, that was close!
Oops, I have to get to work. More later.
Wave Dancer out 68.
Friday December 7, 2007
The rest of the story 19 of 42

Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn with Peter Walton,
nephew, on Susan II at the Vinoy Marina.
Notice the pink Vinoy in the background,

We are now in St. Petersburg in the Vinoy Harbor awaiting parts and having a
good time. The trip over from Clearwater was wonderful.
Chip Spence - we learned or we are learning how to use the radar. Found and
recognized a container ship!
We have met Lynn and Susan's good friends, Charlie and Annie, and have had
wonderful times with all. Good food and good stories.

Well now with the rest of the story. Oh yeah, it was a dark and stormy night, sort
of, we had just missed a ship and we are still in the land of wondering ships and
oil platforms.
We were all in shock but we were in one piece. You know how they say when it
is your time you will see your life past before your eyes. Well, all I saw was a wall
of iron passing without a care or realization we were even there.
On into the night!
For the next two hours we were going nuts with all the lights chasing us and the
shapes they took. Shortly, we came upon a Christmas tree moving purposely
with something way behind it. I had heard about such things but Steve hadn't.
We held up for safety reasons and even turned down and the tow past
harmlessly by in the near distance. Later we danced with a seismic tow near an
oil platform but we made it to daylight and found Susan II drifting, waiting for us
on the horizon.
By this time Lady Sleep had won and all were doing better on their watches and
the seasickness had subsided. The third day found us chasing down the western
Louisiana coast heading for the great Louisiana Loop.
Somewhere before or after the loop Susan II caught a line in their prop shaft
while sailing. So when the winds died and they tried to turned on their motor no
worky. They were adrift. We stood by while fearless Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn
braved the gulf waters and cut the grip of the death’s hand loose in his
masculinity while being accosted by female love fish. Luckily, the problem was
solved and we were on our way once again.
When we got very close to the Loop we were met by a Coast Guard Cruiser and
asked our intentions. We had to keep Chris from taking the radio and declaring
his love for Allah. Humor takes
many forms and Chris's is large.
The Coast Guard let us pass and
we later went by the mouth of the
"Big Muddy", in daylight, thank
God, seeing a few big ships but
nothing close. That night passed
without large incident, thankfully,
now we had learned the lessons of
lights. This time when a ship
passed, it was by many yards
instead of a few.

Stalking Coast Guard Cutter off the Louisiana Loop

Daylight broke and there we were Susan II and Wave Dancer a mere sixty of so
miles from Pensacola. Spirits were high and anticipation of landfall was great.
We all needed showers. Most of this time we had been motor sailing in order to
keep our speed up.
This last day we were working against daylight and the need to make the shallow
entrance to the Navy harbor marina in Pensacola. We made it just in time and
Susan II found its way through but Wave Dancer found bottom and we had to
back out and head for the Pensacola Yacht Club.
It was after business hours so we
made ourselves at home on their
transit pier. Otis jumped shipped
and ran to the grass followed closely
behind by Chris falling to Mother
Earth and kissing the ground in
blessing our good fortune. Showers
followed shortly thereafter.
Shortly, later, Cap’n Lynn Cap’n
Lynn and his crew with Cap’n Lynn
Cap’n Lynn’s wife, Susan, met us at
the Club. Susan had taken the land
Pam and Otis on the dock in front of the Pensacola Yacht
route in their car to Pensacola. Our
Club, Pensacola, Florida
crews were then to take their car
back home to Corpus the next day. After two car loaded trips, we had a very fine
meal at Sonny's Bar B Que featuring large quantities of beer, ribs, brisket and
semi-true sea stories. Magically, our meal was paid for by a mysterious sailor in
appreciation of our fine sailing feat.
Afterwards, it was back to the boat and we all passed out. I did wake one time
during the night and was amazed how people and dog could sleep through the
sound of sawing logs. The next morning Chip and Walter arrived in Susan's car.
Pam, Otis and I waved goodbye with a tear in our eyes knowing the comfort of
good friends and shipmates were going down the road and we were alone. We
can't begin to tell you how much we appreciated and needed our crew. They
were the best!
We ended up spending about a week in Pensacola waiting on the weather and
celebrating Thanksgiving. We had a great time. Our next trip was to Destin, just a
45 mile trip and a good sail east down the coast. Let me tell you, getting in that
harbor was a real "cheek squeaker". All that we had been told was completely
backwards. If it wasn't for Lynn talking to the Captain of the Destin Queen and
getting directions we would have been in deep poop in shallow water. We had a
wonderful night on the hook in a real pretty place and then it was on to Panama
City the next morning. Getting out of Destin wasn't as hard as getting in because

of our trusty tracks on the
chartplotter. We motor sailed to
Panama City and tied up at St.
Andrews Marina. After we slept in
the next day, we fueled up at the
city marina and motor sailed to a
point near St. Jo for a small day
trip. For the first time we were on
the hook in a wonderful spot for the
night.
Early next morning we were on to
Clearwater and a 30 hour overnight
Susan II on the hook off St. Jo, Florida
sail. The weather was going to be
perfect and seas calm. The day
went by fine and we told ourselves we would be ready for the night. Weather
reports were indicating a building breeze but nothing really to worry about. Seas
were suppose to stay okay. (Sailors note: suppose is a word cheater)
Before dark, we reefed the mainsail and were ready. Not! The wind really picked
up and the seas were coming from three directions, mainly on our nose as was
the wind. The wind speed wasn't all that bad about 15k but the seas were
terrible. We found ourselves counting the minutes of the wet, rolling and rocking
night wishing it was over. The only good thing going for us was that there was
nothing out there. No oil platforms and all but one closely passing boat.

Wave Dancer entering Clearwater Harbor

We were motoring and trying to stay
close to Susan II but let me tell you
we had our hands full. Finally, under
main sail and the motor we stayed in
sight. Sometime during the night,
Susan II gibed and put a crease in
their boom. We didn't realize it until
we were in Clearwater at the dock.
To add insult to injury they were also
attacked by a motion activated
weather buoy. You know the kind
that doesn't light up until you are
close to them. Spooky!

We made it into Clearwater the next day about noon and stayed in the municipal
marina. Lynn and Susan went to their friends to watch the LSU tigers and we
went to bed. We woke up sometime later, went and got a burger and it was back
to bed for us.
The next couple of days we enjoyed Clearwater. Lynn made arrangements with a

local company and got a new boom
to be delivered while we are here in
St. Pete. We also toured the
Catalina factory.
Steve- you should really consider
buying a Catalina. We saw the
construction and they are a really
well built. Maybe not the glamor as
others but a proven production
boat where you really get your
money's worth. By the way there is
a 40 footer just like Lynn's here in
St. Pete you should consider. It is
sitting by a pretty nice Endeavor 40
for sale.

Some say this famous Clearwater Marina Restaurant was
name after Cap’n Bad Bill

Well folks, that is it up to this point. Thanks for all your prayers and concerns. We
really used them.
Wave Dancer out 68.
Monday December 10, 2007
Otis’s Hair Steve Steakley 20 of 42
I went out to Commanders Point today to work
on a small project. The Temps are in their 40's
and down at lake level the thick fog is just
rolling into the marina with a fine mist. So of
course, I just picked up my foul weather jacket
and was glad I took it with me.

Otis on watch

I was done with the little project about 2:30 and
decided I better get home to avoid the Monday
go home traffic. I tossed the foul weather jacket
in the seat next to me & proceeded to drive
home. About 1/3 of the way home I looked over
at the collar of that foul weather jacket and
noticed that it had all this dog hair on it...short
dog hair. Yeah, it had me thinkin about Otis
crossing the gulf.
.......I had a great ride guys,
Steve

Monday December 10, 2007
RE: Otis’s Hair Ron Herbert 21 0f 42
Yea, I miss Otis too. He went for a ride on my boat about 9 months ago
and every now and then I still find his hair on board.
Otis, when you read this say hi to Bill & Pam for me.
"That's why we wander and follow La Vie Dansante."
Ron Hebert
Monday Dec 10, 2007
Re: Otis’s Hair Jake and Jenny 22 of 42
There isn't anyplace we can go and not find remembrances of Oddie. We burned
some red meat tonight and it just wasn't the same (but it was good anyway)
without P&B and "that dog". We don't remove the hair.... We just move it around
so it seems like they are still here. None of this means that we are not happy and
proud for them to be out living the dream.
Maggie and her people.
Sat Dec 22, 2007
Merry Christmas from Key West 23 of 42
It has been some time since our last post. What can I say, we are lazy cruisers
with limited internet access but yes, we have been busy.
Last time we were in St. Pete awaiting parts. Susan II needed her boom and we
were waiting for our radio and dinghy parts. Well, they got their boom but we
didn't get our parts. In the
meantime, Lynn's friend Charlie
agreed to drop off the parts on his
way to a wedding in Miami while we
were at Marco Island. Also, Susan II
picked up a 23 year old nephew,
Peter, to join them for the trip to the
Keys.
We left St. Pete bound for the
Manatee River just outside Tampa
Bay for a short hop before we
headed down the coast.
Susan Walton and nephew Peter aboard Susan II in Key
West

The next morning we were up early

and off to Venice. The weather was
great and sailing minimal. (Sailors note:
sailboats all need a really good motor
with lots of fuel capacity and fuel
efficiency. We have motored as much
as we have sailed.) The entrance to
Venice was a piece of cake and in short
order found ourselves at the Crow's
Nest Marina.

Susan II leaving Tampa Bay under the Sunshine Sky
Bridge
Susan II and Wave Dancer at the Crow’s Nest Dock

We had a great dinner that night with
Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn and Susan's
daughter in law's uncle and slept in the
next morning. We just had a short way
to go to Captiva Island, our next stop.
We cast off about 10 am and headed
south.
Again another beautiful day with limited
sailing. We decided to call ahead to
Captiva and get the scoop on the
entrance to the island. Oops! Too
shallow, even for a 5.5 footer. Next
plan, on to Fort Myers Beach, 20 miles
further. (Sailors note: call ahead.)

We picked up our pace and were in the
entrance to Fort Myers Beach as the
sun set. The channel was well marked
and after a few tense moments we were in the Fort Myers Beach Moss Marina
next to a boat from College Station. It just goes to show you, there are aggies
everywhere. This was a really cruisers friendly marina and it had great facilities. It
even had a gambling cruise ship
right next to us. Otis boarded it the
next morning and tried to place a bet
but security escorted him off and
said gambling dogs not allowed.
Anyhow, following the big boat out
made it easy to negotiate the
channel and we were off to Marco
Island.
Most of Florida's coast is lined with
condominiums. Anywhere there is a
view, more than likely, you will find a
condo.

Leaving Fort Meyers Beach

On this leg of the trip we took the "nephew" with us. You know to show him how
a real sailboat works. His life on Susan II up to this point had been too easy.
Everyone knows when you sail with Cap’n Bad Bill it can be a life changing
experience. Being the mentoring type of captain, Peter got the job of watching
out for "fish balls". In these waters there are hundreds and they can attack at
anytime. You know lobster, crab or fish trap markers. Peter also took a hand in
navigating using our backup hand held chart plotter. Well in minutes, he had
figured out how to play video games on it and had to be threatened with walking
the plank to keep an eye out for the menace of these waters.
Well, on our way to Marco Island we sailed off our Raymarine Chartplotter's chip.
We still had a lovely map with coordinates but we didn't have the important stuff
such as depth markers. (Sailor note: check the fine print on navigation aids. Just
because it says the Gulf of Mexico it doesn't mean Southern Florida.) We made it
to Marco Island following in the distant wake of Susan II. Made it into the Marco
River Marina with little trouble other than Cap’n Bad Bill's paranoia about going
aground.
As you can see, Marco Islander's
have a rough time making do in this
desolate place.

Typical Marco Island, Florida home

After securing our dock we
wandered down to the Tiki Hut and
had a wonderful dinner telling lies
and reliving life's adventures. Peter
was thrilled! The next morning it was
back to boat repairs, changing oil
and installing the parts Charlie
brought that day. Let me say, for a
"stink boater" Charlie is a great guy.
He and Lynn make quite a pair and
don't try to keep up with them.

Since leaving St. Pete we have had really nice weather, temperatures in the 80's
during the day and 60's at night but all that was to change. Old man winter was
on his way, so we decided to lay over and let him pass before we headed to Key
West. In not so short order, the wind changed to the north and temperatures
dropped to the 60's and we huddled around our little heater and hoped for the
best.
Alas, time passed and the temperature rose and we headed for Key West. The
trip to Key West from Marco Island is not quite an overnighter and depending on
when you leave you can plan how many hours you spend in the dark. As you

know, we haven't had the best
overnight experiences so we
planned for the best and departed
when the tides let us and promised
ourselves we would be "reefed'
prepared.
Old man wind was in our favor and
we moved at a much faster pace
and found ourselves sailing in
circles for three hours not wanting
to arrive at an unknown channel in
the dark. (Sailor note: Brush up on
algebra and use a calculator.) At
Charlie Bottoms with his fish in Bimini
daylight, we sailed into the
Northwest Channel and on to the A&B Marina in Key West.
All the time from St. Pete, we had wondered about two wonderful sailors, Karl
and Jan Stein who were sailing directly across the Gulf to the Keys in front of a
“norther” and how they were doing. We had followed the “norther” on the weather
channels and had heard reports of the sea conditions and hoped they were okay.
Lo and behold, the night of our arrival, who does Pam see come into the marina
next to us, a weathered and worn White Pepper. I was down below asleep,
recovering from our night crossing when Jan called and asked where we were.
Pam answered the phone and after a flashlight signal, found we were less than
100 yards apart. Imagine, after all the miles for that to happen.
The next morning found all of us celebrating their arrival and hearing their stories
that made ours pale in comparison. Twenty nine foot waves, 80 knot winds and
36 hours of misery. It brought back memories only large quantities of rum punch
could erase.
The picture to the right is the day
after their arrival and you can see
what the ordeal had done to them in
their faces. Wait a minute that could
be the rum punches. Thank
goodness for their safety.
By the way this was taken at the
famous Schooner Warf Dog Bar and
whom do we find there waiting for
free drinks? Otis.
Karl and Jan Stein the morning after their tumultuous crossing

What a moocher! Did he have a
great time! We kept catching him
flirting with a cute border collie the
next table over. Don't tell Maggie but
he is just a sailor dog.
Key West is some place. More bars
per square foot than anyplace in the
world and you can get anything you
want or may not want there.
We took a tour of the Hemingway
house and it was very interesting
and educational. We even saw the
Otis at the Schooner Warf Dog Bar
exact place where he sat and wrote
the Sun Also Rises. We also saw the many six toe cat descendants of his cat
herd.
Well, shipmates that is it up to this point.
Life is grand.
We’re loving it.
We know it’s Christmas time.
And we miss you all.
Wish everyone could be here.
But our boat is too small.
Our hearts have room
and you’re all there.
So, Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year!

Pam and Jan Stein at a Sundown Party in
Key West

Otis with his Christmas present, a
coconut. It is better than a soccer
ball. Took longer to destroy.

Tuesday December 25, 2007
Felix Navy Dad Mike Mayfield 24 of 42
and Vaya con Queso, y'all.
Have a happy and healthy new year too.
Crusty
Friday December 28, 2007
Marathon, FL 25 of 42
We had a wonderful Christmas Eve and Christmas Day anchored out just outside
of Key West off Fleming Key. We found a spot among MANY boats and set the
anchor the first time.

Sundown, Christmas Eve, Key Wes, Florida while
anchored off Fleming Key

Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn enjoying a cool Christmas Beverage
at Sloppy Joe’s, Key West, Florida

Susan II had anchored quite a ways back from us. After dinner, and dark, Bill
went up to check our position and we were uncomfortably close to a motor
cruiser next to us, so we quickly brought up the anchor and sought a spot a little
further from anyone. After several tries and with the current NOT in the same
direction as the wind, we found a good spot we were comfortable with. Whew!
About midnight, Bill went up to look out again. Guess who was next to us? Susan
II! Apparently they had some trouble too and had moved over next to us without
us knowing it. We just told each other how much we missed each other and had
a beautiful Christmas Day. I'll try to think of adjectives other than beautiful, but it's
just what comes to mind, especially at sunset and at sunrise.

Thank you all for keeping in touch. We love your emails. We're a little homesick,
but usually busy enough to put it out of our mind.
We are now in Marathon and it is
truly a cruisers place. We're on our
first mooring ball, which Jan & Karl
Stein helped us with (and Phillip,
while being licked by Otie) so we
dinghy everywhere. The city of
Marathon has a lot of dinghy docks
and a great park nearby. Crossing
Hwy 1 is a risk, though! We're trying
to find a place to stay in Miami,
which looks booked for the New
Year week, so far, so we'll see.
Cap’n Bad Bill and Otis in Marathon, Florida

Take care,
Love,
Pam, Bill & Otis

Sunday December 30, 2007
Re: Marathon, FL Jan Stein 26 of 42
It was fun helping you come into Marathon and I hated leaving you after all our
fun but we will see you again soon. Our crossing of the Atlantic Gulf Stream was
a little more that we expected and it took us 48 hours to arrive in Chub Cay. The
wind was not very cooperative and mostly on the nose. We will head for Nassau
tomorrow (it's very expensive here $2.80 per foot plus water plus electricity) We
want to get to Nassau so Phillip can make his flight back. Happy New Year see
you soon.
Jan, Karl & Phillip
Saturday January 5, 2008
Happy Belated New Years from A18 Mooring Ball Boot Key Harbor
Marathon 27 of 42
I should walk the plank for taking so long to write this missive. "Missive!" What
pirate uses that word... (Sailor Note: put more than the dictionary on the boat to
read)
Well, with all good intentions we were to be in Miami by now waiting to cross to
the Bahamas. We really didn't know our time schedule because we are cruising
so we couldn't make advance reservations at the marinas. Lo and behold they
were all booked up for the holidays. Good thing though it would have cost at least
$3.25 per foot to stay a night. Mucho expensive, considering we have been stuck

here for over a week because of
weather.
Boot Key Harbor Municipal Marina is
a wonderful place, very cruiser
friendly and inexpensive. Our
mooring ball is $100 per week and it
comes with daily shower tokens that
are good for 8 minutes of wonderful
hot water.
There are people from everywhere
here. I bought a brand new, three
A dinghy ride outside of Boot Key, Harbor, Marathon,
year old, still in the box, Sea Tiger
Florida
Windlass from a Canadian. Got to
pay him in dirty old U.S. dollars and he squealed like a melted Canuck that he
was. It was really lucky that we found one seeing ours broke the night we drug
our anchor off Fleming Key. Sounds like a country western song.
We have also met cruisers from California, North Carolina, New York and other
places here and there. They have a daily cruisers net every morning at 9am and
it is better than As the World Turns and Ebay combined!
About life on a Mooring Ball –
We were so grateful to have an
inexpensive, safe place to stay for
awhile. The sun was bright, the
weather warm, the water calm and
the chances for a short stay just a
moment away. Enter "Old Man
Winter". Winds howling and
temperatures dropping. Yes, we
can say we were here on the
coldest day in recorded history for
Marathon FL. A mere 46 degrees.
Two days before we had packed
our winter clothes and blankets
because we were on the edge of
paradise.

Susan II and Wave Dancer on their mooring balls, Boot
Key Harbor, Marathon, Florida

On that record night, Pam, Otis and I were huddled together in bed wearing all
the PJs we had, not Otis, unfortunately, he doesn't have PJs trying to stay warm.
The wind was 30 plus and the waves were short and choppy, the wind chill in the
low 30's. As we whipped back and forth on old A18 Mooring Ball, we kept telling

ourselves -- Man is this fun!
We weren't able to go ashore for
two days waiting for the weather to
settle. I know by some standards
that is small potatoes, you know like
waiting on death row, but to us it
was a new realization. With all
things cruising it is what you make
and not what you get. We both read
books and napped but Pam cooked
pumpkin pie and made a wonderful
tortilla soup. What a shipmate!
Otis on the coldest day in Marathon, Florida’s recorded
history

Things have calmed down now and
we are able to go ashore. Otis is the
happiest about that. Life is returning to normal and hopefully we will be off to
Miami by Tuesday of next week.
By the way, Lynn and Susan
introduced us to a Gumbay Smash
for New Years. It is all kinds of rum
and apricot brandy with very little
pineapple juice. Man are they good!
Much like a Pain Killer with the same
results. One you are feeling fine, two
you are brighter, smarter and better
looking and with three you are
invisible, invincible and unsinkable.
Until next time.
Wave Dancer out 68
A18 Mooring Ball.

Pam and Cap’n Bad Bill taking a dinghy ride, Boot Key
Harbor, Marathon, Florida

Sunday January 13, 2008
Olla, from Dinner Key Marina, Coconut Grove, FL 28 of 42
You would think we are in Cuba. We thought Key West was neat but this place is
more classy. We are in Dinner Key Marina next to Coconut Grove, a upper class
bohemia neighborhood, south of Miami. Lots of neat shops, great restaurants
and tall condominiums.
We arrived Friday the 11th after a great sail from Marathon via Rodriguez Key.
The sailing the first day was rough and a beat to weather but the second day was
fabulous. We chased Susan II all the way. (Sailor note: Buy a faster boat).

We should be here about a week.
Old man winter is still toying with us.
We are suppose to have another
coldest day on record. Oh boy!
Hopefully, we will be in the Bahamas
sometime in 2008.
Wave Dancer out 68.
Oh, by the way, if anyone would like
to join us on our voyages aboard
Wave Dancer (aka Scared Sh..tless)
please feel free to let us know. We
are quickly depleting our cruising
Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn, Pam, and Susan at a “Taste of
kitty by the extravagant life style we
Coconut Grove” in the park, Coconut Grove, Florida
are living. If you can't join us please
send donations to - Keep the
"Carrothers Afloat" fund for the sailing poor.
Yours and mine best wishes. Otis too!
Wave Dancer out 68.
Saturday January 19, 2009
We in the Bahamas 29 of 42
We made a wonderful crossing to Bimini yesterday. Thank you Chris Parker our
weather guide. We will be here at Big Game Club Marina through Tuesday
waiting out another cold front. Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn bought fresh lobster this
morning and we are cooking out tonight. Wahoooooooo!
We will be out of cell phone touch
for quite awhile. We do have SSB
internet but the messages need to
be short with no attachments. The
address is bcarrot@gmn-usa.com.
More to follow........
Wave Dancer out 68
Monday January 21, 2008
Trying to leave Bimini 30 of 42
Gulf Stream

The weather has turned windy and
cooler. We will try to leave tomorrow if all goes well. Here is a picture of the Gulf

Stream if you have never seen it before.
Wave Dancer out 68
Sunday January 27, 2008
Made it to Nassau 31 of 42
Made it to Nassau Thursday 24th. Great trip, left Bimini and anchored out in the
Bahama Bank in 15 feet of water overnight and then came on in to Nassau down
the Tongue of the Ocean in over 9000 feet of water. We are currently in Yacht
Haven Marina waiting for a weather window to go to Highborne Key. Another
cold front is passing thru today, Sunday, so maybe tomorrow.

Wave Dancer in Yacht Haven,
Nassau, Bahamas

How the other half live in Atlantis Paradise Cove, Nassau,
Bahamas

Nassau is one big city. Not as friendly or neat as Bimini but the rum is very
inexpensive. Have had great food and good times. Went to Atlantis today and
saw how the other yachts live. See attached picture.
Hope all is going well in working land. Miss everyone and the invitation is still
open so come join us.
Wave Dancer out 68.
Friday February 8, 2008
Made it to Emerald Bay Marina 32 of 42
We just made it in. This is the first time we have had a chance to really use a real
live wifi since Nassau. Look on the user group on the lower left side for new
pictures under the February 2008 Folder. We will refine later. Sailing has been
great, lots of stuff to report but for now I am header to a hot shower. (Sailor note:
you never have enough deodorant on board)

Buzz, Terri, Derrick, Dottie, Steve and Rhonda are here. MORE LATER!
Wave Dance out 68.

Emerald Bay Marina, Exuma, Bahamas

Sun Feb 10, 2008
How to sign up for the group 33 of 42 Jake and Jenny
Hello,
If someone could send an e-mail to Daye & Dana Tucker @ Commanders Pt to
explain how to sign up for the Wave Dancer group, they would enjoy the story
and the pics. Contact them at dtucker@io.com
Thank
Jake&Jenny
S/V Honky Voodoo
Tuesday February 12, 2008
Georgetown or Bust! 34 of 42
Yes, we made it. All bets are off! Georgetown is beautiful. But, I haven't filled you
in on our adventure past Nassau. So, go get a cup of “joe” or a big glass of rum
and I will tell you of a sailing story aboard this tiny ship.
We had a bit of a time getting out of Nassau because of weather and engine
problems. Ole Miss Smokey, our Perkins 4108 has been doing her best and with
her steady diet of oil we have done just fine. Our oil pressure gauge had been
acting up and I needed to change the final fuel filter so I engaged the help of a
local mechanic. After waiting a couple days on his schedule all was back
together and we were off to Highborne Cay some 40 miles away across the

Exuma Bank.
It was a beautiful motor sail and we arrived for a two day anchor off the west side
of the island. Highborne Cay is a private island with an exclusive marina. We
dinghyed in a paid the good folks a visit and we were greatly impressed with their
facilities.

Highborne Cay Yacht Marina, Highborne Cay,
Bahamas

Members park, Highborne Cay Yacht Marina, Highborne
Cay, Bahamas

Our next stop was the infamous Normans Cay. Once home to Carlos Lehder, a
reputed drug lord of the seventies with a private airstrip and all the “fixins”.
Things fell into disrepair after his capture but now things are looking up. This is
also the home of McDuff's and their world famous hamburger. Man was it good.
The place was very nice and the people were wonderful. The next day we got to
dive on an old sunken drug plane that crashed off the end of the runway. The
water is so clear and clean you could see as if you were diving in your own
bathtub.

Lone island off Normans Cay, Bahamas

Pam and Bill at McDuff’s, Normans Cay, Bahamas

From Normans, we left for the Grand Exuma Wildlife
Park at Warderick Wells. This is a Bahamian national
preserve for land and water wildlife. We picked up a
mooring ball off Emerald Point and went ashore and
visited the Park Headquarters. The park is maintained
by both Bahamians and State-siders, Canadian and
U.S. The water is fairly shallow so we had another
“cheek squeaker” getting in and out. (Sailors Note:
Shallower draft is better in the Bahamas)
Since we entered Exuma we were making shorter day
hops and I am telling you that is nice. From Warderick
it was on to Big Majors next to Staniel Cay, some 15
miles away. This is the place where they shot scenes in
Susan, Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn
and Pam, Grand Exuma
the underwater groto for the movie Thunderball. They
Wildlife Park, Grand Exuma,
also used it for the movie Splash. We dove on it the
Bahamas
next day and man talk about fish. Hundreds of them.
People bring bread with them to feed the fish so naturally when you enter the
water they come swimming for lunch.
The next day, it was off to Black Point, the home of the best laundry in the
Exuamas and the friendliest people. We had a great lunch at Lorraines and Pam
did the laundry. Otis was a big hit with the children at the laundry and he made
many new friends at the store.
We decided to make our way down Great
Guana Cay as far as we could so the final
legs of our journey would not be so long.
The weather was picking up so we headed
out and made it all of five miles. Our chosen
anchorage was laying lousy to the wind so
we backtracked and tried anchoring off
White Point. This was a beautiful spot but
the bottom was mostly rock. Our anchors
would not set so we picked up and
backtracked some more. We found a spot
with great holding and wonderful beach off
of Jack's Bay Cove. Cap’n Lynn Cap’n
Lynn, great white fisherman and all around
dive expert dove on some nearby rocks and
came back with six lobster and a fish. He
was kind enough to share his catch and we
ate high on the hog (lobster) that night. Talk
about fresh!

Cap’n Bad Bill in his diving outfit off
Normans Cay, Bahamas

The next morning we got up early
and left for points south. We
didn't know where but we knew
where it would be when we got
there. It turned out to be Little
Farmers Cay. On the trusty
charts it never shows enough
depth for our keel but the quotes
are always for low tide. Well, here
we were with high tide and
fearless Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn
leading, we headed in. No
problemo!
Otis and Pam in our dinghy chasing the Walton’s Staniel
Cay, Bahamas

We called ahead and arranged to
pickup a mooring ball in front of Farmer's Cay Yacht Club. For all you sailing
buddies sounds easier than what it was. The current was one direction and the
wind was another. Just point the boat into the current and stop, no worries.
Wrong! After five tries and numerous love exchanges from the fore deck and
wheel, we finally lassoed the ball and hung on for dear life. Piece of cake!
Went ashore and had a cheeseburger and fries and $3 beers at the Yacht club.
Later we toured the island and saw the famous Ocean Cabin Bar and Grill in
town. While we were gone the Mail Boat decided to anchor next to us and we
were grateful for the seamanship.

Wave Dancer and the Mail Boat on mooring balls, Little
Farmers Cay, Bahamas

Pam at Ocean Cabin, Little Farmers Cay,
Bahamas

We were finally close enough to make the jump to Emerald Bay north of
Georgetown. The wind was suppose to be on our nose, so we prepared for a
motor sail and headed out the cut for the Atlantic. Shortly later, after our

departure we found ourselves in a squall with nice winds and light rain but it
allowed us to sail for the next 18 miles at better than 6 knots. By the time we
made it through the weather the motor was on in calm seas for the rest of the
journey.
Emerald Bay is a resort owned by the Four Seasons. We all agreed to stop there
and recharge the batteries, take on water and shower before the coming nights
on the hook in Georgetown. What a nice place! First class and expensive. Good
it was for just one night.
The next morning we made the
short hop on into Georgetown and
Sand Dollar Beach where Steve,
Rhonda, Dottie, Derik, Buzz and
Teri met us at anchor. Oh, we were
also in time for the weekly party on
the beach. Every Saturday, people
show up from all over the Bay with
food and booze to celebrate life and
the sunset. There must have been
at least 100 people there from all
over the world.
Buzz and Terri Cook, Bill and Pat Byrum, Rhonda and Steve
Dodson and Pam ashore Georgetown, Bahamas

Meet and Greet, Sand Dollar Beach, Georgetown, Bahamas

The next morning we pulled anchor
and headed for the marina so we
could be closer to our friends and
to get out of the weather of an
expected cold front.
We have now spent the first night in
the marina and the weather is
horrible. The marina lies in the
wrong direction and I spent the last
night reliving our midnight crossings
with all the rocking and rolling we
did.
Folks, that brings you up to date.
We miss you all and wish everyone
would come visit.

(Sailors Note: The spice of life is not always coated with sugar -- sometimes salt,
sometimes pepper but all the time flavor.)
Wave Dancer out 68

Sunday March 02, 2008 35 of 42
J Steven Carrothers
Has anybody heard from these two? Please let me know if their doing alright.
Saturday March 08, 2008
On our way home 36 of 42
We left Georgetown, chasing V'ger, Steve and Rhonda
Dodson, Wednesday, March 5 heading home.
Georgetown was quite the experience. We heard one
day that Georgetown was summer camp for adults
offering anything under the sun you might want to do.
From volleyball to disco dancing Georgetown had it all.
While we were there an average of 250 boats were on
anchor. This included sail and power boats from 19
feet all the way to 150 feet. There were some big boat
tenders bigger than the sailboats we saw. I guess you
could say Georgetown is to cruisers as is Sturgess is to
bikers. Too bad most of the women there were too old
Otis and Cap’n Bad Bill
overlooking Volley Ball Beach,
Georgetown, Bahamas

to wear bikinis. (Sailor Note: If staying in Georgetown a
bigger dinghy does matter.)

I need to take this opportunity to
thank two wonderful people we
forced our selves on for this trip,
Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn and Admiral
Susan Walton. We have met many a
wonderful folks during our lives but
these two are at the top of list. We
would never have made it past Port
A if it wasn't for the positive attitude
and the sure sailing skills of Cap’n
Lynn Cap’n Lynn. Susan's steady
and guiding hand as to Cap’n Lynn
Cap’n Lynn's positive perspective
Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn and Susan Walton in their dinghy
kept us on a steady keel. We missed
off Boot Key, Harbor, Marathon, Florida
them the minute we set sail from
Georgetown. They are staying on to show Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn's sister a good
time, then going up the Exuma chain, Eleuthera islands and back to Florida.
Hopefully, we will meet up with them sometime before we head back to Texas
from Florida in April.
Our first day out of Georgetown took us back to Black Point Settlement. This was

View overlooking Volley Ball Beach, Georgetown Bahamas

V’ger going downwind

a 54 mile trip, downwind in not so
much wind and a little motor, to the
laundry capital of the Bahamas. We
chose to do our laundry before we
left but if you ever need to do a load
this is the place to do it. We found a
familiar anchorage and celebrated
our life back sailing that night with
Steve and Rhonda, in the fashion of
many a sailor before us, toasting
Rum punches.
The next day, our new task master,
Cap'n Savy Sailor Steve had us up and out by 7:30 am. (Sailor Note: All Captains
show no regard for early morning hangovers) We had a wonderful 28 mile sail to
Warderick Wells without the motor. We actually sailed wing on wing most of the
way. As luck would have it we are currently anchored in the north field on a
mooring ball in front of park headquarters waiting on the next weather window.
If you don't know it already
Warderick Wells is the Exuma
National Waterlife Park. This is
where every bush, tree, bird and
lizard has a name tag on them
telling you their complete scientific
and biological history. I read so
many signs today while taking a
nature hike I fell down dizzy crying
for a rum libation.
Steve and Rhonda Dodson, Pam walking on the
Beach Euma National Waterlife Park, Bahamas

Anyway, when the weather improves
we are on our way back to Norman's
Cay and McDuff's. You know, the best
hamburger in the Bahamas. Yes it is
truly, the best. From there it will be
back to Nassau and the Bacardi
Factory tour and then on to Bimini and
maybe shortly after to the home of the
brave and the land of the free and
most importantly cell phone coverage.
This may take a week or two but we
are on our way.
Pam, Steve and Rhonda Dodson on Boo Hoo Hill Euma
National Waterlife Park, Bahamas

Wave Dancer out 68.

Saturday March 15, 2008
We are back In Nassau 37 of 42

Hallelujah! KFC. Steve and Rhonda Dodson, Pam Nassau,
Bahamas

Yes, we continue our return voyage
home, back in the big city of the
Bahamas, the hustle, the bustle and
best of all fast food. As you can see
by the attached photo we made our
way to a KFC as fast as we could. I
must say it is a sorry estate of affairs
when an old washed up cattleman as
myself rushes to get a piece of fried
chicken instead of a big juicy steak.
Just goes to show you what the
cruising life can do to a man, makes
an even smaller fortune out of a small
one.

A good steak in this place would cost $35.00
and a bucket of chicken for four with all the
trimmings is the same price. The other
attached photo will show you what it takes to
drink beer in this country. The base prices
are fixed by the state in the form of import
duties and the such so the result is - us poor
old cruisers pay for it. (Sailor Note: Bring a
beer brewing kit along with you) Good thing
rum is cheap! Paradise!
Price of beer,

Well, we plan on being here for aNassau,
few days
Bahamas

waiting on weather again. The pattern has been, since we started, 4 - 5 weather
days verses 2-3 sailing days. I guess we could have sailed more days if we were
a little more brave. But when it came to sea states and wind velocity, comfort is
what it is all about. Anyway, we will have time to make the Bacardi Tour and
maybe eat some pizza.
I forgot to tell you the best thing since being here is a hot shower. You
landlubbers don't realize how special it is to stand in a hot shower and let the
water run over you as long as you want. Living on the hook takes a great effort to
conserve water and long hot showers don't figure into that equation. We have
found a device that every boat should have, a solar shower. You fill it with 2.5
gallons of water and set it in the sun and wha-la, you have a hot shower. We can
get a least four showers out of one of those bags.
That is all for now.
Wave Dancer out 68.
Thursday March 20, 2008
Working on boats in exotic places 38 of 42
For those more interested in the mechanical, technical and theoretical aspects of
our cruising exploits, let me tell of our experiences.
Yes, of all one's dreams of cruising to far away places and life on the go without
a care forever, in search of the utopian bliss, this is a response of rock hard
realization. Boating is another name for "fixing what breaks". We spent a year
preparing Wave Dancer for this trip. Granted, she sat in a slip for nearly six years
with little consideration. Yes, there were many things to repair or replace and
those things you didn't expect to break or not work just because your pocketbook
couldn't stand it. In the end, we shoved off from the dock and hoped for the best
but alas “caca” happens. The following is a list of our broadening experience into
boat repair.
First, we almost lost our dinghy on the "night from hell crossing". There are
certainly those who would say this is not boat repair but I would beg to differ. We
had to spend the bucks to make the dinghy work, new seat, two new oars
because you can't order one, a storage bag, a repair kit and a new foot pump.
We placed our order in Pensacola with Walker Bay with their assurance we
would have it by the time we made St. Pete. Before we left, we found our SSB
radio and tuner broken. We left it in Corpus to be sent away to the factory for
repair. That too, was suppose to meet us in St. Pete. (Sailor note: just because
you order it doesn't mean it will come)
Also, before we left Corpus, I took a look at our manual anchor windlass, the
noted and famous Simpson Lawrence Sea Tiger. Those things are built like a

tank. I looked up the manual and it said just a little grease now and then and it
will last a lifetime. It broke in Key West on our first night at anchor during the
lesson of rode length vs. anchor ball boats. The solid brass, one inch thick,
secondary drive shaft broke in two. I have never seen anything like it. Called
Lewmar, the new owner of the Simpson Lawrence company and was informed
the Sea Tiger is no more. Nobody wants manual windlasses anymore. Luckily
enough, I could get replacement parts sent pronto. See previous Sailor Note.
Okay, you can't take every spare part with you in the world but when you need
something it is better to have it than depend on a distant voice of reassurance on
the other end of a telephone line. Such parts as: drive belts, crankcase oil,
transmission oil, radiator fluid, nuts and bolts, all the possible head parts you may
ever need, electrical spares, wire, glue, caulk and even a fiberglass repair kit. Of
course you will still need to visit every marine store in every town you stop in just
because you didn't bring enough parts and those people are always so helpful,
friendly and willing to take your money.
In Boot Key Harbor, Marathon, Florida, we were lucky enough, to the tune of
$1200 bucks to find a new Sea Tiger a guy had bought three years earlier to put
on his boat. His wife insisted on an electrical. See, the Lewmar people were right.
Also, while we were in Boot Key, we got a chance to use the fiberglass repair kit
when our holding tank sprung a leak. Of all the jobs you can do while moored out
this one has to be the best. You get to tear the head walls out, rip out old stinky
hose and carry what you thought was an empty tank out of the boat to work on it
in front of all your neighbors on your deck. It brought back memories of working
in cattle pens. The saga of the holding tank would continue. Later in our trip,
while at Big Majors, Exuma, Bahama our tank would appear to be leaking again.
But no, the previous job was complete. The fact remains, you can only put 25
gallons into a 25 gallon tank.
Once you are in the Bahamas, you may open your holding tank and feed the fish.
I know that sounds crude and spoiling the environment,' but folks, there is plenty
of water out there and the tidal currents are mighty. We thought our tank
'contents' were going overboard but no, it was plugged. What to do and more
importantly where to go? I dove on the boat with my trusty mask and flippers and
a 1/4 inch hose thinking I would attack the problem from a bottom up fashion. I
fed the hose into the thru hole and walla, I fixed the wrong thru hole. Try again.
All right, this time I had the right one and man was it plugged. I poked and poked
and poked but no help. What could I do? I got it, I will blow thru the hose and
blast out the plug. It worked and it wasn't pretty. (Sailor Note: All crew members
must eat more roughage)
All during our trip I would perform motor checks every morning before we would
run the motor for the day. One of the checks, as taught to me by the famous
sailor, Cap'n Crusty, you check your transmission fluid. Every day we would add

fluid. Not a good situation. In Georgetown, Great Exuma, Bahama, we replaced
our transmission. We were fortunate enough to have met a good mechanic in
Nassau while he replaced our oil pressure gauge and adjusted our idle on our
motor. He was able to order a new transmission and send it on the mail boat with
his mechanic, who just happened to be the Captain of the mail boat and we
installed it.
That is it, I mean those are the big things we've done so far. Of course we have
done oil changes, fuel filters, alternator belts, replace head washers, fixed locks,
rigging, dock lines, etc., etc., etc....... Boating i.e., "fixing what breaks". Paradise!
Wave Dancer out 68.
Thursday April 17, 2008
Back in the Good ole USA 39 of 42
Yes we made it back, some time ago. Have not had internet. We are so broke
can't rent the time. Man have we had fun. We are currently in Sarasota, FL.
Tomorrow we go to St. Pete to leave the boat for work. We are taking a rent car
home for a couple a weeks and to kidnap Jenny and Jake to help us return the
boat home.
More to follow, once I can empty my pencil can and count the pennies from
begging on the dock.
BC
Wed April 30, 2008
Weather of Not! 40 of 42
Okay, we made it back, sort of, to Horseshoe Bay.
Since, trusty Wave Dancer is getting a make over in St.
Pete we decided to return home to take care of the
absence of five months. But, that is another story.

Pam and Bill at the World’s
Smallest Police Station,
Carabelle, Florida on the road
trip home.

My plan was to keep a journal of our travels and share
it with friends. Easier said than done. With all the action
and inaction that occurs while cruising, I never thought
it would be difficult in this internet age to communicate.
Lo and behold, many places you travel may or may not
have connection. Those that do may cost you and
others may not work. Those are all excuses for not
finishing our tale so here is the long delayed
continuation of our travels from Nassau to Bimini.
When we left you last, we had just arrived in Nassau

and found Kentucky Fried Chicken. We ended up sharing a slip with our travel
companions, V'ger, that is Victor Golf Echo Romeo. Not everybody as you would
think turns out to be a "Trekky" so Steve ends up spelling their name everywhere
they go. Rhonda and Pam wanted to re-supply at a local grocery store and we
needed a rest and hot shower since we had been on the hook for over a week.
Our weather guru said the weather was going to be bad for a couple of days and
we ended up staying a week. Matter of fact we stayed so long the marina kicked
us out because they had other reservations for our slip. Luckily, we thought we
had a weather window to start our trip to Bimini. This is where it all begins Weather or Not?
You wouldn't think you can get really
tired of sitting on a boat and doing
practically nothing. Somehow, you
get anxious to move on and change
scenery. Every morning you rise and
shine and listen to the weather. In
our case it was Chris Parker on the
Caribbean Weather Net. This guy
has an almost impossible job of
predicting the weather for well over
a thousand cruisers located all over
the waters from the East Coast to
South America to Mexico. Most
people don't make a move unless
Unexpected passenger from Frasers Hog Cay to Mackie
Chris says it is okay and well they
Shoal, Bahamas
should because bad weather and
boats don't mix well. (Sailor note: When weather guy says "might", "could be",
"possibility of" these are key words and "weather speak" for LOOK OUT) In our
case, that faithful Saturday morning, we thought we had it all figured out. We
would just mosey on up to Frasers Hog Cay, spend a restful night, sleep in and
leave for Bimini on a night crossing the next afternoon.
We had a beautiful, lazy sail, motor sail and found ourselves trying to figure out
how to get to Berry Islands Club (marina). This guy on the radio said plenty deep,
no problems, no worry, plenty of room, low prices. NOT! We did get into the Cay,
by following a wonderful lead boat, but not to our awaiting slip. Boat depth 6.5
feet, low tide marina depth 5.0 feet. No truth in advertising for the Bahamas but
thankfully plenty of nice places to drop your hook.
We had a peaceful night's sleep with a nice rain shower that was not as bad as
predicted. In the morning, like always, listening to the weather, we decided to
leave early and spend the night at Mackey Shoal. See, the weather guy said wait
until the wind shifts northwest then north then okay to go but there might be,
could be, a possibility of, convective squalls. (Sailor note: What you hear and
what you want to hear can produce two different results) Well, when we woke up

there was no wind then shortly thereafter there was a north wind. Perfect! We
headed out with V'ger and following a couple of other buddy boats who had left
earlier.
Mackey Shoal is a famous place for overnight crossings from or to Bimini. It is a
place in the middle of the Bahama Bank miles from anywhere with a sandy
bottom and shallow water to anchor for an overnight stay just off the beaten GPS
track path. The only caveat is you need fairly mild weather and wind to anchor.
As seasoned sailors, one's ideas of mild weather versus anchoring conditions
may vary. How bad could it be? (Sailor note: Things can always get worse)
The morning started out great, mild weather and wind. The afternoon wasn't all
that bad either except for the thunderstorms we were able to dodge. Finally, just
a few miles from Mackey Shoal it looked like everything was going to be okay
except for the pictures I was getting from the Satellite weather radio and my
trusty onboard radar. There they were, a line of thunderstorms, a.k.a. convective
squalls coming our way.
We found the other buddy boat anchored and quickly prepared ourselves to
deploy anchor. Just as we circled, the sky opened up and the rain fell. Good
thing, because most of the time when rain falls as heavy as it was falling the
waves calm down. Not this time. We dropped the hook and crunch, hard bottom.
The buddy boat must have found the only sand around because we were
dragging as we were bouncing up and down on four foot waves. All of sudden,
whack, the anchor grabbed the boat jerked and we were hooked. So we thought.
I let out all the chain rode I had, 80 feet. Plenty, only 12 feet deep. (Sailor note:
Add in wave height and sea conditions to rode requirement)
Steve called and suggested I put out more but I didn't trust my pad eye on the
rope to chain splice. Who thought it could get worse? I waited in the cockpit,
decked out in my foul weather gear enjoying the rain and watching the lightening
as the sun set. Two hours later, I went below for soup, took off my gear and sat
down for a moment of prayer and
felt a shudder. Not a good thing
when you are at anchor. The boat
lurched and took off sideways. The
radio blared, "Wave Dancer, you
have moved, I think you are
dragging!". Thanks V'ger.
Have you ever tried to put on wet
foul weather gear and race to the
cockpit? Just up the companion
way, whack, the anchor reset, hard.
Praise the Lord! No sleep for the
little sailor the rest of the night. If
Otis trying to sleep in rough conditions

you want to know how to sleep during a roller coaster ride, just ask Otis, he was
out like a light and snoring. I am sure it was because of his confidence in his
sailing crew.
At four the next morning, we pulled up the anchor and headed to Bimini just as
the wind and waves were settling down. Finally, nice weather! What a beautiful
sail, full moon calm seas, fresh air and thankfully life. The sun rise was
spectacular. Okay, no more bad weather. Every now and then I would look at the
Satellite weather and the screen soon became crowded again with squalls. The
closer we got to our destination the greater the number of squalls. In the distance
we could see the waves rising and the wind coming.
V'ger called us on the radio and asked if we have had ever seen a water spout?
Why no, why do you ask? Look off your port bow out four miles. There it was, a
real life water spout. This thing came from a frontal cloud and made an angular
two mile cross down to the water between us and the entrance to Bimini harbor
four miles away. Back into our foul weather gear, life vests and jack lines. Batten
down the hatches and close the bim boards. Damn the water spout and we make
the turn for Bimini.
Lots of rain, twenty knot winds and
five foot waves. Luckily, before we
made the entrance the water spout
dissipated and we slipped into the
entrance into perfectly flat water. We
made the Big Game Marina and tied
up and proceeded to inhale ice cold
beer in sheer joy and gratefulness of
making it in one piece. (Sailor note:
Never be too proud to kiss ole
Mother Earth)

Entrance to Bimini Bay, Bahamas

The next day I received my SSB
weather email. Chris Parker wrote
the current season of weather had been tough to predict with many variables and
turbulent conditions. He continued in saying when in doubt, stay put. You can't
expect to sail the high seas cruising and not get into some rough weather. You
don't need to be silly and take undo chances but you must have confidence in
your boat and your skills because one day how bad can it get, weather or not.
Wave Dancer out 68.
November 21, 2008
Wave Dancer Voyages The Gap (Supplemental to Emails for continuity)

Ah, the cruising life. Now that I sit here, in a comfortable chair, at 302B Lucy
Lane, Horseshoe Bay, Texas on dry land almost a year after we started our
fateful trip, I reminisce.
I printed out all our e-mails from the user group and I noticed and remembered a
gap in our tale. The trip from Bimini to St. Pete. How do you ask could I leave out
this part? Well, in looking back, I remember the “end of the rope” and my
character flaw. I was so interested in getting back and focused on tomorrow, I let
the time go by without notation. What a knucklehead! All that I learned and the
trip taught, to sail is for today and the memories are for eternity.
As I look back, we were so happy to be in Bimini, after the storm and all, we
couldn’t help but celebrate. The next day, we got a call from none other than
Susan II and Cap’n Lynn, Cap’n Lynn. What a wonderful surprise! It just so
happens they had been beating it back from Georgetown doing Nine O to catch
us. They had finished with Lynn’s sister’s visit and said “what the heck” let’s get
home and away they went. Let me be the first one to tell you, if Cap’n Lynn,
Cap’n Lynn wants to get somewhere, look out. That man is a sailor. He puts his
nose to the wind and takes off. They made it from Georgetown to Bimini in six
days and that includes a two day rest in Chub Cay waiting on weather. It took
Wave Dancer and V’ger two weeks.
Susan II found the same marina as V’ger, the infamous Seacreast. Great place,
inexpensive and clean. We thought it was too shallow for Wave Dancer but as it
turned out the far outside full dock berth was fine and we moved there from Big
Game our last night for an early morning departure. We met Susan and Cap’n
Lynn Cap’n Lynn for drinks and food and they caught us up on their voyage since
we last parted. It seemed impossible but they managed just fine without us and
even had some memorable times.
After a captain’s meeting with Susan II, V’ger, Wave Dancer and Chris Parker it
was determined the Gulf crossing back to America would be in two days. Steve
and Rhonda decided they wanted to see Miami and Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn and
Susan were going to Marathon then on to St. Pete within a week. We chose the
Miami route because we knew we couldnÕt keep up with Susan II.
On departure day, we were up early and off in a line of boats leaving Bimini.
Soon thereafter we saw the sails of Susan II disappear and they were gone once
again. As it turns out they would not only be in St. Pete within a week they would
be back in Corpus within a month. It had to be a record. Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn
the Fearless. Our crossing back wasn’t as thrilling as our crossing over. The
weather was fine and the wind a bit too much on the nose so we turned on ole
Miss Smokey and seven hours later made the skyline of Miami.
After a round about way, dodging patrol boats, mega yachts, security zones,
container ships and a couple of drawbridges we found V’ger and ourselves

anchored off the northeast corner of
Belle Isle on the west side of South
Miami Beach near Sunset Yacht
Harbour. What a great place! We
were a short dingy ride from the
shore, a park with an avid dog
population and two blocks away
from two different Publix grocery
stores surrounded by high rise
condo’s and the bright lights of
Miami.

Entrance to Government Cut, Miami, Florida

Again, as we learned before and will continue
always - drop the hook, toast your good fortune,
bottoms up. The next couple of days we found
ourselves wandering the streets of South Beach
and making many trips to the Publix. Rhonda was
a wild woman in the Publix. She kept yelling,
“more beer, more beer, never enough cheap
beer!” I think Steve said she broke six month’s
food budget in her four visits. I swear their boat
was six inches lower in the water from the weight
of their stores. I guess that is the best feeling we
had after we made it back to the good ole USA.
Abundant, inexpensive food. To go into a grocery
store and see endless isles of food. If you think
our food prices are high, just try the Bahamas. I
love this country!

V’ger at anchor off Belle Island,
South Beach, Miami, Florida

Another note of mention while we were in South Beach is the diversity of its
inhabitants and their life style. The art deco architecture was amazing while the
carefree attitude you picked up from the streets was mind bogling. Women wore
dental floss bikinis and men wore Speedos in the street. Sights, fortunately or
unfortunately, that will remain with me for the rest of my life.
After several days on the hook and waiting for weather we decided to head south
to No Name Harbor to stage for our trip to Marathon. We didn't need to leave
particularly early in the morning but we did need to make a bridge opening before
rush hour or it would be a three hour wait for the next opening. Away we went in
the wake of V'ger. We were in shallow water for our draft until we could get to the
ICW and again "cheek squeaken". The trip was picturesque traveling through
downtown Miami, mega yacht marinas, million dollar homes and the usual ship
traffic. Approximately four hours later we approached No Name Harbor.

No Name is a well known popular staging point for boats crossing or returning
across the Gulf. It is located off the Cape Florida Channel across Biscayne Bay.
Basically, No Name is a state park that has been dredged and reinforced in a
well protected area about the size of four football fields. It has jogging trails and a
really nice restaurant with restrooms but no showers. It would provide us with a
place to walk Otis, ice for our drinks and a nice restful nights sleep all for $15. As
we approached the entrance we started counting the number of "sticks" above
the horizon. You need to grasp that this place is small and we counted at least
forty masts. This didn't include the number of power boats we couldn't see. Also,
we were a little worried about the depth of the entrance so V'ger went first. Steve
called back on the radio and said depth was no problem but it looked like a used
car lot. He thought he had enough room and thought we should come in and take
a look. Away we went.
Picture this. Lots of boats, all kinds, different lengths, shapes and sizes on their
hooks with very close swinging room. When we approached, it was just like being
in a crowded men's club with a packed audience waiting and we were the next
attraction. The first spot didn't work and we slowing found our way to the opposite
side, against the mangroves and with the approval of our neighbors dropped the
anchor. Gratefully, wind and swing doesn't have as great an effect in No Name
as in other anchorages because it is so protected. If you do swing, it is lazily.
We launched the dinghy and hurried to take Otis to shore, explore and pay our
overnight fee. This was a great place. Upon our return to Wave Dancer we, I,
noticed our neighbor lady in her power boat. What was odd was a large kid's
blow up pool, less the water, tethered to the back of her boat. It acted like a life
raft/ slash kid's playroom. She would just toss the kids into the floating pool and
relax. Great fun!
Early the next morning, after taking Otis for his walk, we secured the dinghy and
made way, again following V'ger south. If you think it is hard anchoring in a closet
full of boats, try pulling anchoring in early morning light. Trying not to make too
much noise it was the "men's club in reverse". Luckily we didn't catch any rodes
or get stuck in the mud. South through Cape Florida Channel and on to
Marathon.
Marathon is about eighteen hours south of Miami if you follow Hawks Channel
and make good time. You have a couple of choices if you don't want to make it
an overnighter. You can anchor off of Rodriguez Key depending on the wind or
you can press on and anchor off Channel Five, just under and past the bridge to
the east. We had originally thought we would just press on to about midnight to
Marathon and anchor off shore and wait for daylight to enter Boot Key Harbour.
In order to do so, we would have to fight off the fish balls in the dark and that was
just too much for V'ger. Too dangerous! With darkening skies and the rain
beginning to fall we opted for Channel Five.

Again, we found ourselves battling wind and current but we set the anchor and
settled in. In a few moments we received a call from a nearby trawler at anchor
and were questioned about our position. I purposely anchored as far as I could
from this guy and after No Name Harbor it seemed as if we were miles away
from him. He was worried about our swing, our rode, our anchor, yatta, yatta,
yatta. I thanked him for his concern and assured him I thought it would be okay.
He told me to keep on my radio so he could call me and tell me to move during
the night. Okay! I set my drag alarm and slept with it on my chest. Great night's
sleep! The weather did pick up and the wind blew and when we peeked out early
the next morning, V'ger had drug anchor and we had two other sailboats off our
stern within spitting distance. Ah, the wonders of the sea!
First light we were on our way. The wind was brisk and the seas five feet but
luckily trailing. We made good time and were at the entrance to Boot Key at
noon. Unfortunately, low tide. We were now in waters we had traveled before and
knew. The entrance to Boot Key is shallow, seven feet at low tide and you need
to favor the north side of the channel. Again, "cheek squeaker". As any good
captain would do, I insisted V'ger go first and report depth. We circled at the
entrance and waited for their report. Lo and behold, who did we see approaching,
Foxey and the infamous Fernando Cantu and his wife Mary Helen from Corpus
Christi. What are the chances of that happening! We hailed them as they passed
by and the look on their faces were priceless.
Shortly after, Steve called and said he thought we could make it. With a deep
breath, in we went. It wasn't two minutes and we were met by a Nordhaven 50
coming out. We met head on at the shallowest part of the channel and faced off. I
called the Captain and pleaded deep draft vessel and so did he and asked how
did I want to pass. I stupidly said starboard to starboard, which was best for me,
and he said port to port due to tonnage. He was right and he stood down (moved
over) as we slowly and closely passed. We made it by inches all the way around.
We already had our anchor ball assignment and were assured it was plenty
deep. This time around we were at the opposite end of where we were the first
time there. We came into the ball and almost made it. Circled around for the next
pass and quickly went aground. Our new future neighbor yelled, "look out, it is
shallow there". Thanks. While we worked our way out of the mud he jumped into
his dinghy and met us at our ball and helped us secure our mooring. Boaters are
the best!
In a few minutes, V'ger was safely secured to the ball next to us and we were on
our way to check in, take showers and find Otis a grass patch. The next day
Steve and Rhonda and we met up with Fernando and Mary Helen at the
Sombrero Bar and Grill and had a wonderful lunch telling sea stories. One of the
greatest gifts our trip gave us was camaraderie amongst friends and sailors.

Fernando and Mary Helen were working their way up the coast of Florida in route
to the east coast. They would sail three weeks and go home for three weeks
leaving their boat at different marinas along their trek.
While we were in Marathon waiting on the weather to continue, Steve and
Rhonda rented a car and we traveled back to Key West. We both had such a
wonderful time while we there and we didn't want to miss it on the way back. On
our return we visited the Sailor Wharf Dog Bar and Otis was greeted with open
arms and as a returning hero. I think it really made his day.
We had originally decided to sail in and stay awhile but while we were waiting we
received a call from Cap'n Lynn Cap'n Lynn and he reported a better way back
up the coast, eliminating the overnighter, was to sail in one day to Little Shark
River, anchor out and continue the next day to Marco Island. The route was
shallow but okay with a well plotted course and it sounded fun. By the way, when
Cap'n Lynn Cap'n Lynn called he was on his way into the Corpus channel. Didn't
I tell you that man was a sailor.
The next day after we returned from Key West, we took the rent car to Publix and
reprovisioned, again. Heck, it had only been seven days since our last trip.
Returning to the marina we loaded the dinghies with our stores and promptly
dropped the rent car keys into the water. Luckily, the rental car company had
provisions for such dilemmas and without much cost or trouble the problem was
solved.
It was back to the boat, another day waiting and we were off to Little Shark River.
Once again, an early morning departure and a line of boats working their way out
to sea. To go this route, you had to go under Seven Mile Bridge into the Moser
Channel and across the Bay of Florida to the coast of Florida. Little Shark River
is on the western side of the Everglades and is a known anchorage for cruisers.
Our trip had little wind, mostly motor sailing and calm seas. As we approached
the river the skies darkened and we anticipated getting wet. V'ger lead us in and
showed us where to anchor. There was already one boat in the ox bow and I was
worried about finding the right depth, swinging and taking up too much room.
This was the first place we had been where the tides swung as much as they did,
six to eight feet and rode length is important. The water was a murky green and
the shores were thick with trees and brush. We just knew the waters were filled
with swamp creatures. We were also told by Steve and Rhonda's friends that the
mosquitoes were as big as ducks and had appetites great as Stoker's vampires.
The rains came as we battened down the hatches and cooked dinner. Shortly
and throughout the night, more boats came. Sailboats, motor boats and trawlers.
We had boats all over the place.
Plans were laid to be up extra early the next day because our trip to Marco Island
was long. Way before daylight we lifted anchor and were ready to go. We looked
over to V'ger and they had hooked a small tree and managed to get it to surface
with their very muddy anchor. No sand here, just a molasses mud. After about a

half an hour we were on our way. For the next coming weeks we found ourselves
in another weather pattern. The wind would blow early and until about ten a.m.
and then quit. From then on it was motor sailing and making five to six knots. We
did our best to keep up with V'ger but that boat boogies under power. Steve said
it was all or nothing, so like the Susan II we traveled in their wake along the coast
of Florida.
The entrance to Marco Island is simple, if you have done it several times. The
guide books give a couple of places to anchor and they tell you to beware of the
shallows off Coconut Island. So, naturally, you look for Coconut Island but alas it
is no longer exists. A victim of a hurricane. Furthermore, Marco Island has had a
reputation of not being friendly to passing boats on the hook. You see, this is an
upscale island with a history of boats anchoring and never leaving. Some even
spoiling the neighborhood. After legal encounters and a new set of rules, you are
sort of welcome to visit but you must behave. We coaxed V'ger to follow us on
back to stay near the marina we stayed in on our way down and had a wonderful
night out.
Next morning, early, more mud and we were on our way to Fort Meyers. This
would be a relatively short trip with the promise of mooring balls for our budget.
The entrance to Fort Meyers is anything but simple. A real "cheek squeaker". If
you remembered from an earlier story, I told of a large gambling ship that comes
in and out so luckily they continually dredge the channel. Good thing we came in
at low tide. No problem. The Mantanzas Harbour mooring balls are under the
bridge and in the back of the harbor. They are twenty bucks a night and you get
to use the marinas showers and dinghy dock. Otis was delighted to be ashore
but unfortunately this was not a pet friendly marina. He had very specific places
where he could do his duty. What a bummer!
As it turns out, another cold front was down upon us the next day. As it
approached we got to see numerous water spouts out to sea and gratefully away
from us. The next couple of days the weather reports from beyond our mooring
ball were gloomy. We stayed put. On a better day, we took our longest dinghy
ride up the Mantanzas River in search of, you guessed it, another Publix. We
were allowed to tie our dinghies to a local marina by a very friendly marina
manager and fellow cruiser. He even gave us a ride to the store in one of his golf
carts.
Eventually, after a couple of days on the ball and waiting for weather, we decided
to press ahead. The weather wasn't promising but in order to make it because of
tides we needed to make a decision. We chose to slip out and then back into the
ICW and head up the coast. This way we would be out of the weather and able to
continue. Fort Meyers is the point where the ICW stops its inside island passage
and begins along coast portion. It is also where you can head east and cross
Lake Oakachobee to the east coast of Florida. This would be our first adventure
to travel the ICW and it was good to have V'ger leading us.

We left the entrance to Fort Meyers and crossed San Carlos Bay to go under the
Sanibel Causeway Bridge and find our way to the ICW. The first portion of this
trek is known for swift currents and caution but we made it at slack as all was
well. The weather was windy, cold and a bit damp. We listened to the local
fisherman as we left and you would think they had never had a day in the fifties
with high seas. It made us glad we were going inside. Also, we had our side
curtains on to slow the winds and it wasn't all that bad. We noticed Steve and
Rhonda had on their foul weather gear and looked really cold. Poor Rhonda. She
cannot stand cold weather and we worried if she would make it. It slowly warmed
and we found ourselves off Usseppa Island for our first night.
Useppa Island is just of the ICW across from Captiva Island and almost to the
entrance to Charlotte Harbor. It is a private island, isolated from shore and with
beautiful homes. A boat from Little Shark River joined us for the night and we
slept well. Early the next morning, again, we were off to Sarasota. This was a
long leg but beautiful. The homes and scenery were really gorgeous. We had
several bridges to wait for and many a mile of closed canals to travel. We got to
see the back side of Venice and almost went aground crossing its entrance to the
ICW. Finally, almost night fall, we found the anchorage in Sarasota Bay right next
to downtown in amongst many boats.
We were now eight hours away from St. Pete. We could choose to leave
Sarasota and travel outside to the entrance to Tampa Bay or we could continue
on through the ICW and make the Bay near Anna Maria Sound. This is where we
were to leave V'ger and Steve and Rhonda. We needed to get to St. Pete for
repairs and they wanted to stay and slowly work their way back to Houston. We
said our good byes as we passed the Crab Inn on the inside passage and for the
first time since leaving Corpus Christi, Wave Dancer was making her own way.
What a lonely feeling. After a couple of tense moments trying to figure out the
ICW, we found ourselves crossing under the Sunshine Skyway Bridge and in
Tampa Bay and an hour away from Sailor's Wharf Boat Yard.
Wave Dancer out 68.
Monday, June 02. 2008
Final Voyage 1 of 42
I have certainly missed several episodes in Wave Dancer's travels, the trips from
Bimini to St. Pete. But I think the last message you received, we had left the boat
in St. Pete for repairs while we traveled home for a short rest and to catch up on
land duties. That was April 20th.
The boat was in Sailors Wharf Boat Yard getting a bottom job, drip-less packing
gland, new holding tank, engine repair, compression post refit, rig tuning, paint
touch up and hull waxing. We also replaced our sheets and roller furling line on

our headsail. These were all things that became apparent as we traveled that
were in need.
The call came the boat would be ready, or so we thought, May 16th. Jake
Jacobsen and Jenny Jackson volunteered to come along and help us bring back
the boat. We made plans, rented a car and loaded up and left May 17th for St.
Pete. We traveled the first day to Pensacola after a brief stop to get another rent
car in Houston. (Sailor note: check the tires on your rent car before you drive off
the lot) The second day we made it to St. Pete and the boat yard. Unfortunately,
the boat was not ready and we had to stay in a local India run Ramada Inn for a
night.
The next day, Monday, the boat was in the water but they were still fixing up
odds and ends so they wouldn't be through until the following day. This meant we
couldn't leave until Wednesday. That was fine, we needed to return the rent car
and provision for the trip.
Come Wednesday morning, bright
and early, we were to head to
Clearwater, a forty- mile trip up the
coast of Florida for a day and then
head to Panama City on an
overnight trip across the corner of
the eastern gulf. From there, it was
a trip to Pensacola, an eighteen
hour trip. We were to pick up Cap’n
Lynn Walton, drop off the women to
take his car back to Texas and then
the sailor men were to sail back to
Corpus from there.
Pam, Jenny Jackson, Cap’n Bad Bill and Jake Jacobsen,
Clearwater Beach Visitor Center, Clearwater, Florida

The weather was supposed to
cooperate. Ah, the best laid plans of
mice and sailors.

First thing, 6:30 am, when we turned the key, no "starty". The engine would turn
but not start. Jake took a look at the engine and found the throttle spring off. This
meant the engine wasn't getting fuel. Easy thing to just hook up the spring. NOT!
You had to be a contortionist with three small hands and an eye stuck to a very
small finger to accomplish this simple task. At 8:20 a.m. and the help of the boat
yard's mechanic, Karl, the motor was working. Off we went for a beautiful motor
sail, to Clearwater. We arrived by 3:00 and found a slip at the Clearwater Yacht
Club.
Clearwater Yacht Club is a great place, friendly people and great facilities. Being
able to stay there was just one of the many benefits of being a member of Bay

Yacht Club and sharing its reciprocal privileges.
Before going to bed that night, I thought I would just check the weather, just to
make sure. I went to www.passageweather.com and the weather god had just
thrown a wrench into our schedule. Being the chicken sailor I am, I thought it
would be best to talk to our weather cruise director, Chris Parker, and see what
he thought the next morning. Sure enough he advised to put off the trip until
Monday, five days later. Apparently, the water between here and there was
supposed to be stormy and wet; you know the dreaded "convective squall"
syndrome. Man this was a big disappointment as it put us behind five days and
knocked Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn out of the picture. (Sailor note: a forty-year
wedding anniversary always trumps a gulf crossing) Furthermore, we were going
to lose our slip at the Yacht Club because of the upcoming Memorial Day
Weekend.
Luckily, we found a place at the municipal marina and decided to make the best
of things and became Clearwater tourists. Clearwater is a nice place, a great
beach and lots of t-shirt shops along with some pretty good eateries. As an
alternative to our original travel plans we thought when the weather cleared we
would just sail directly to Pensacola and wait for Cap’n Lynn Cap’n to celebrate
his anniversary and join later for the crossing.
By Saturday, the weather was looking up. Leaving Sunday morning, I noticed the
weather looked just as good going straight across from Clearwater to Corpus as
well as it did for Clearwater to Pensacola. Matter of fact a little better. The
weather was to be a little rough Sunday night, Monday morning but from there on
out very nice. Chris Parker agreed and said we might even need to motor some
of the way.
Let me tell you, we hadn't had that
many good night crossings up to
this point in our adventure. The
weather was always supposed to be
nice but when the sun went down so
did the weather. When you think of
five nights of this, it makes you want
to use the bathroom. We told each
other if the weather looks bad
Sunday night we will go to
Pensacola, if it is good we will go to
Corpus.
View of Wave Dancer’s chart plotter with our position of the
coast of Florida

Sunday morning, we headed west
motor sailing for the first fourteen
hours in a 10 knot east southeast
breeze with seas of 3-4 feet. As

predicted, the wind picked up later in the night and we turned off the motor for the
next 120 miles. Not so bad. For the next 500 miles, it was the same wonderful
conditions. Light to moderate winds and seas, sailing or motor sailing or both.
The nights were great and the sea traffic light. Our path was further enough
south to be out of most of the oilrigs and our course was out of the shipping lanes
almost all of the time. We had charted points of the lanes which we were to cross
so that we would be prepared day or night for traffic. Also, we made use of our
radar and it worked like a champ. The last twelve hours as we got closer to Port
A the winds picked up again and we sailed the remaining ninety miles under sail
alone.
The only hitch in the ride occurred
the first day when I found a fuel leak
in our number one injector. I
tightened the nut and it seemed to
stop. But, alas the next day it
started again. Not a real problem at
its drip rate but it looked as if we
were going to need every drop of
fuel to make the trip. It seems silly
to worry about fuel when you own a
sail boat but being 300 miles from
land makes you think twice. Jake
tried to work his mechanical magic
Jake shows concern of sailing conditions
but we couldn't stop the leak. I rigged
up a way to catch it and measure its
flow so it would be down to the numbers if we would have enough if we needed
it.
Now, sailor boys and sailor girls, if you ever remember telling your parents you
would never need to know math, fractions or silly algebra and it was of no
practical use please take this opportunity to slap yourself. Do it again, harder.
(Sailor note: after having a motor worked on do the following: 1) sail close to
shore for at least a week before any adventures 2) check the mechanic's work)
As it turned out, when the wind
picked up our fuel problem was
solved. We arrived with forty gallons
to spare. Thank goodness for a 120
gallon tank.
This last leg of our trip turned out to
be the best sailing of all. With the
help of Jake and Jenny it went
smoothly. We can't thank them
enough. Getting sleep and making
Jake and Jenny on their watch

watches is spectacular with enough crew. It also makes eating better with good
cooks and motherly women concerned about your health and well being.
We cleared Port A's jetties at 11:00
am and tied up to L18 Corpus
Christi Marina at 2:30 pm, 990
miles, 126.5 hours, 6.1k/h, later
than we left Clearwater, FL. WHAT
A TRIP! After it was over, it seemed
so surreal, not so long, quick, matter
of fact, one day Florida, next day
Texas.

Wave Dancer makes the sea buoy off Port Aransas, Texas

The crew of Wave Dancer would
like to thank the throng of well
wishers who greeted us upon our
arrival at L18. You guys are the best
and what makes sailing so much fun.

The measure of being welcomed home by friends, comrades and fellow sailors
was only outdone by the amount of rum consumed.
Thanks again.
Wave Dancer out 68

Wave Dancer’s return to Corpus Christi Marina, Texas, welcomed by Cap’n Lynn Cap’n Lynn, Susan Walton,
Cathy and Chris Colley, slip L18.

November 21, 2008
Epilog
As I completed our tale, I recalled many emotions. Happy, sad, elated, scared to
death and most of all grateful. We traveled far and saw many things. We found
the contents of our souls and the strength of each other’s hearts.
By setting a date and working towards it, with the knowledge you are as ready as
your courage allows, we shoved off from our doubts. Don’t dream the life, live the
dream. Create the only things that are truly your own, memories.
Wave Dancer out 68.
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The crew of the Wave Dancer are at home port, Horseshoe Bay, negotiating book and movie rights to their adventure.

